Write... Like Your Life Depends On It!

Written and Illustrated by Eden D.
The buzz of my alarm startled me awake from a deep sleep. I sat up, sleepy-eyed and yawning. I moaned, “Another day of school. It’s soooo early.” But wait! It was so bright in my room. I looked outside and saw it. So much luscious and velvety snow, blanketing the grass, reflecting light through my window. “Whoa,” I said, as I heard my mom’s footsteps climbing up the stairs. And then it happened: the five most glorious words a kid could hear came spilling out of mom’s mouth. “Honey, it’s a snow day!” she whispered trying not to disturb me. “You can go back to sleep.” Yet, my formerly sleepy eyes widened bigger than donuts and my yawns turned to squeals of delight.
Now, most kids would throw on their snow gear and dash outside in an attempt to make the world’s largest snowman. Not me. A blank sheet of paper was calling my name.
Where will my adventures take me? Maybe down to the deep blue sea? My imagination is the key.
The world awaits something great. The next best seller, best to date. I can go as far as I can dream.

Inspirations all around me. Words are flowing out my brain. My ideas come faster than my hand can write.
I have so much in my heart to share but now I'm thinking, "Do I dare? These special thoughts are mine, not theirs." But, I cannot contain myself. I have so many stories I wish to tell! All I need is to be brave. A pencil and paper unlocks the door. Across the world, I can soar. I can climb mountains and face down a lion's roar. I can do anything as long as I can dream.
So here I go. I’m on my way. On the writing trail to a brighter day, discovering the author inside of me!
Words turn into paragraphs. Paragraphs turn into pages. Pages turn into chapters. And chapters turn into the next best-seller... by Eden D.
What a sensational snow day!